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Wesfarmers boss Rob Scott says the conglomerate must take measured risks to grow after he was forced to

defend a potential $3 billion-plus plunge into electric vehicle commodities with takeover offers in lithium and rare

earths.

Mr Scott rejected suggestions that, with its takeover tilts at Kidman Resources and Lynas Corporation, Wesfarmers

was in danger of repeating the Bunnings UK hardware blunder. He also flagged making more investments in the

electric vehicle sector.

Mr Scott, fronting investors day on Thursday, also defended the corporate governance and ownership structure of

Sociedad Quimica y Minera de Chile (SQM), Wesfarmers' partner-in-waiting in developing the Mount Holland

lithium mine and a 45,000 tonne-a-year lithium hydroxide plant in Western Australia.

China's Tianqi Lithium, which owns a 24 per cent stake in SQM, controls half of the world's biggest lithium mine in

WA's south-west and is completing a lithium hydroxide plant in Kwinana, south of Perth, where Wesfarmers and

SQM plan to build their plant.

Mr Scott told The Australian Financial Review that Wesfarmers reviewed the nature of the Tianqi shareholding in

SQM and was satisfied there were strong governance controls in place around information flow and the

independence of directors.

He saw advantages in having a cluster of battery-chemicals processing plants in Kwinana and said there was

potential for the Wesfarmers' chemical division already based there to supply all chemicals and reagents needed in

the production of lithium hydroxide.

Wesfarmers is not giving up hope of securing rare earths miner and processor Lynas despite making no move to

increase its conditional $1.5 billion takeover offer, which has been left in the wake of a spike in Lynas' value driven

by trade wars and strong signals from Malaysia on operating licence renewals.

Mr Scott said there were still uncertainties about the terms of any licence extension for Lynas in Malaysia, where it

processed rare earths mined in WA.

Mr Scott said he had no regrets about going to Malaysia in April to discuss the Lynas situation with Prime Minister

Mahathir Mohamad and other key players, a move that drew heavy fire from some Lynas investors as the company

sweated on its licence being renewed and sought clarity about the storage of low-level radioactive waste.

Wesfarmers faced tough questions from analysts about the wisdom of electric vehicle-based investments and

teaming up with SQM during a strategy briefing on Thursday. The concerns centred on Wesfarmers' ability to

manage short-term risks while it looked to the long term, with one analyst raising the spectre of the Bunnings UK

mess that Mr Scott had to clean up soon after taking the reins as managing director.

Wesfarmers sold the loss-making Bunnings UK and Ireland business last year after losses of $1.7 billion.

Wesfarmers is on track to complete the $776 million takeover of lithium play Kidman in August and has committed

to spending another $700 million alongside SQM in developing the Mount Marion mine and the hydroxide plant. Mr
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Scott said Wesfarmers continued to evaluate other opportunities involving electric vehicles, but only a few met its

investment criteria.
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